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IDEA 
 

The SpritzMoon Crypto Token (SpritzMoon), totally made in Italy, is a Crypto  
developed on Binance Block Chain (BSC). 

 

SpritzMoon has 3 objectives to develop, to be unique and distinguished by quality 
within the Crypto Token World:  

 

1. Create a Community within which to develop creating economic value and organize 
in future live events for all members 

 

2. Sociality is one of the strengths of this Crypto, infact it is foreseen by Statute that a 
large part of the gains realized over time will be earmarked for concrete aid to the 
various associations related to the Spritz theme  

 

3. Allow all members of the community to use the token as a Payment Tool for 
Weekend Spritz with Friends in Community SpritzMoon Bar and soon Delivery at Home... 

 

SpritzMoon Crypto Token (SpritzMoon) is an easy-to-access, easy-to-reach Token 
Crypto 

 

The Brand SpritzMoon (the Spritz on the Moon) takes inspiration from what happens 
every day in the Crypto world with realities often related to characters from Comics, 
History or even animals (Doge and Shiba Inu to give a few examples). 

 

SpritzMoon is inspired by the most famous Italian aperitif in the World, the Spritz and 
on this bond builds its distinctive characters. 
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The reasons for choosing SpritzMoon are:  

 

Economic 

 

1) On each individual Token 2 % is credited for each new purchased Token. 

 

Practical example: Luca improves with 100€ 1,000,000  of SpritzMoon; his friend Alessio 
enters into the Community also with his 100 € and there has also he 1.000.000 of 
SpritzMoon; the Luca's token, as all that already in Community, they will rise in 2 % in 
proportion of Alessio's purchase; after Alessio Francesco always enters with 100 € and it 
will have his 1,000,000 of SpritzMoon; the Token of Luca, Alessio and of all the 
belonging ones to the Community will rise in 2 % in proportion to the purchase of 
Francesco. This system lets to the single wallet grow automatically for each new entry in 
the Community.  

 

2) On each Community entry a part of the liquidity, always 2%, will increase the 
Liquidity Provider (LP) to allow at any time the exit from the Community itself. (since 
SpritzMoon will be exchanged only on Exchange will not be foreseen this hold for the LP) 

 

3) Is provided a "Burn of Token (Burnt) " in the way of increasing the value of the Token 
on the time (in all that he will be less and less Token in circulation and this will lead to 
an increase of the price, concept of shortage).  

 

4) The system is structured to discourage the sales: a fee of 2 % will be applied on each 
single sale and it will be distributed automatically for 2 % garlic holder in the moment 
(like example preceding number 1). In practice the system will award a prize to the 
token Holders (those who will maintain the token for a long period).  

 

5) The maximum, adivided, purchase of 1,000,000 tokens in SpritzMoon for each Holder 
will allow the price a continuous and constant growth avoiding price crashes, as often 
happens to Crypto over exposed in the volumes.  
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Social 

 

  

 

Sociality is one of the strengths of this Crypto, in fact it is foreseen by Statute that a 
large part of the gains realized over time will be earmarked for concrete aid to the 
various associations related to the Spritz theme, to prevent any kind of excess (The 
Whitepaper explains in detail how resources will be allocated to entities and 
associations sensitive to the # beverage # seguidinonbere # divertiticonlatesta theme). 

 

  

 

Token Utility 

 

Allow all members of the community to use the token as a "Token Utility" for Weekend 
Spritz with Friends (the token has and will have a real economic value like any other 
currency) and spread on the territory will happen thanks to numerous facilities that will 
accept SpritzMoon Crypto Token (recognizable by the Logo sticker) for Spritz time. The 
objective of the Team is to develop a dedicated SpritzMoon App that will allow everyone to buy, sell and 
use SpritzMoon to take the Spritz as easily as possible in all Network facilities. We are also working on the 
SpritzMoon Delivery Project, the world's first Delivery Crypto with delivery of your favorite aperitif from 
your favorite bar directly at home! And in future organize Live Events for all community members in 
disco, bars and nightclubs. 
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Core Values 

 
Community 
Founded by the community and for the 

community, we take pride in our collective 

mission. We support each other and other 

communities, and we have fun doing it 

Sociality 
We can make a real impact for the greater 

good, not just ourselves. By donating to 

association-charity, our goal will tie the 

double concept fun with Spritz yes, but in 

moderation preventing any kind of excess 

Token Utility 
Allow all members of the community to use the 

token as a "Token" for Weekend Spritz with 

Friends and spread on the territory will take 

place thanks to numerous facilities that will 

accept SpritzMoon Crypto Token. SpritzMoon 

Delivery and SpritzMoon Live Events. 
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 Our Roadmap 
 

 

Start listing on PancakeSwap Exchange from June 2021  

 Increase Holders Token of 500 per month  

Listing on Coinalpha and Gemhunters 

Activation of all Social channels (9) 

Increment Teams with figures specialized in Social Media Marketing thanks to collaboration with H-farm Campus 
of Treviso. 

Listing  on Coinmarketcap and Coingecko. 

Listing on Coinsupreme and Coinhunters 

Listing on Nomics 

 
Listing on Folgory Exchange  [done] 

Listing on Coinsbit Exchange  [done] 

 

2023/2024 

SpritzMoon App  for buy/sell with credit card Fiat Eur/Usd, deposit Wallet and QR code to Swap SpritzMoon in all 
Network of SpritzMoon Community Bar 

Strong Marketing Campaign  

Shop Online Creation: Community Kit, Clothing, Accessories, Gift Ideas 

SpritzMoon Delivery Project  Creation: first Crypto Delivery to take Spritz directly at home 

 

 

 

 

https://coinsupreme.io/coin?id=289
https://coinsupreme.io/coin?id=289
https://coinmooner.com/coin/3305
https://coinhunters.cc/tokens/SpritzMoonCryptoToken
https://nomics.com/assets/spritzmoon-spritzmoon-crypto-token
https://swap.arken.finance/tokens/bsc/0x4d4f20efa7956624ec27b906e4a5b8c5f2b5c6c7
https://swap.arken.finance/tokens/bsc/0x4d4f20efa7956624ec27b906e4a5b8c5f2b5c6c7
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2025-2026 

SpritzMoon Live Events for our community in most important nightclubs such as discos, events, bars 

Listing on major Exchanges such as Crypto.com,  Coinbase and Binance 

Creation of SpritzMoon CT Exchange for NFTs 
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The SpritzMoon        Ecosystem 
 

 

 
 

    SpritzMoon Crypto Token (SpritzMoon) 

 
SpritzMoon Crypto Token (spritzmoon) is a BEP20 token issued on the Binance Smart Chain with 

a total fixed supply 1.000.000.000.000 of tokens. The ideation of SpritzMoon as a token with 3 

simple functions: Reflection + LP acquisition + Burn token. The transaction is taxed a 4% fee, 

which is spit 2 ways: 

2% fee redistributed to all existing holders 

2% fee is split 50/50 half of which is sold by the contract into BNB, while the other half of the SpritzMoon 
tokens are paired automatically with the previously mentioned BNB and added as a liquidity pair on 
Pancake Swap. 

Pancake Swap 

Pancake Swap is a Binance Smart Chain- based Decentralized Exchange (DEX) for swapping BEP-20 
tokens. To facilitate Spritz Moon’s initial public offering, Pancake Swap offers our community the 
ability to exchange their BNB for SpritzMoon. In line with a pragmatic approach, SPRITZMOON be 
listed into major exchanges in the near future (From 17.12.2021 we have decided to esc from 
PancakeSwap for security reasons and we will listed only on official Exchanges for trade 
Spritzmoon) 

 

Binance Smart Chain  

            The Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a blockchain network that runs in parallel to the Binance Chain.         
Binance Chain, BSC features smart contract functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum 

Virtual Machine (EVM). The Binance Smart Chain offers our community the added interoperability 

of facilitating their transactions through BNB-based wallets, such as Trust Wallet. An added 
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advantage of issuing SpritzMoon tokens on the BSC is that it offers our community an affordable 

block chain experience through smaller transaction fees compared to the Ethereum Network. 

 

 

 

Tokenomics 

 
 

 
SpritzMoon on Binance Smart Chain 
 
 
 
Token Address (NEW) 
 
0x6fC39AC154cfd20F1951A2823Abab7ec471B78
3a 
 
Max Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 
 
 
Burnt: 100,000,000,000 
 
 
Market Cap: 130,126,192.12$ (at 16.11.21) 
 
 
Price: 0,0000100000$ (at 15.06.21) 
 
 
Holders (Community): 4,1640 (at 17.12.21) 
 
 
Transfers: 5,771 
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Socials Accounts  
 

Website: https://www.spritzmoon.net/#home 

Mail: Info@spritzmoon.net 

 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/spritzmoon 

Telegram: https://t.me/SpritzMoonCryptoToken 

LinkedIn: https://it.linkedin.com/in/spritzmoon-
crypto-token-83914b213 

Medium: https://info-71194.medium.com/ 

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/SpritzMoon/ 

Instagram:https://www.instagram.com/spritzmoon/ 

GitHub: https://github.com/Spritzmoon/SpritzMoon 

Facebook:https://it-
it.facebook.com/spritzmoon.token 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.spritzmoon.net/#home
mailto:Info@spritzmoon.net
https://twitter.com/spritzmoon
https://t.me/SpritzMoon
https://it.linkedin.com/in/spritzmoon-crypto-token-83914b213
https://it.linkedin.com/in/spritzmoon-crypto-token-83914b213
https://info-71194.medium.com/
https://www.reddit.com/r/SpritzMoon/
https://www.instagram.com/spritzmoon/
https://github.com/Spritzmoon/SpritzMoon
https://it-it.facebook.com/spritzmoon.token
https://it-it.facebook.com/spritzmoon.token
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The Team 

 

 
 

 

 

Note: As we grow, our overall team 

structure, titles, and assignment of 

duties will be routinely assessed and 

refined. 

SB SC TBA 

FC NL CR 

AN EM FP 
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Disclaimers 
 

 

Information Published in 

the Whitepaper 

The whitepaper provides information and 

material of general nature. You are not 

authorized and nor should you rely on the 

whitepaper for legal advice, business 

advice, or advice of any kind. You act at 

your own risk in reliance on the contents of 

the whitepaper. Should you decide to act 

or not act you should contact a licensed 

attorney in the relevant jurisdiction in 

which you want or need help. In no way 

are the contributors to the whitepaper 

responsible for the actions, decisions, or 

other behavior taken or not taken by you 

in reliance upon the whitepaper. You are 

not authorized and nor must not should 

you rely on the whitepaper for legal advice, 

business advice, or advice of any kind. 

Involvement Risks 

The team does not recommend that any 

cryptocurrency should be bought, sold, or 

held by you. Do conduct your due diligence 

and consult your 

financial advisor before making any financial 

decisions. By purchasing SpritzMoon, you 

agree that you are not purchasing a security or 

investment and you agree to hold the team 

harmless and not liable for any losses 

or taxes you may incur. You also agree that 

the team is presenting the token “as is” and 

is not required to provide any support or 

services. You agree that by purchasing or 

exchanging SpritzMoon tokens you may not 

claim any tax, fee, reward or any transaction 

or activity from SpritzMoon, nor any of the 

SpritzMoon team members, nor any other 

third-party. Any functionality of the 

SpritzMoon application, the SpritzMoon Token 

as well as the SpritzMoon Project mentioned 

within the present whitepaper is of purely 

technical nature and not related to any legal 

claim of an SpritzMoon token holder. 
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Compliance with Tax 

Obligations 

The team does not guarantee compliance 

with any country across the world. Always 

make sure that you comply with your local 

laws and regulations before you make any 

purchase. 

No Warranties 

The whitepaper is provided on an “as is” 

basis without any warranties of any kind 

regarding the whitepaper and/or any 

content, data, materials, and/or services 

provided on the whitepaper. 

Limitation of Liability 

Unless otherwise required by law, in no 

event shall the contributors to the 

whitepaper be liable for any 

damages of any kind, including, but not 

limited to, loss of use, loss of profits, or loss 

of data arising out of or in any way 

connected with the use of the 

whitepaper. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Statements 

There may be matters in this 

whitepaper that are forward-looking 

statements. Such statements are 

subject to risks and uncertainty. 

Participants are cautioned not to place 

undue reliance on these forward-

looking statements. The actual results 

or events that transpires afterwards may 

be different from what is implied here. 

The team shall not guarantee the 

accuracy of the forward-looking 

statements outlined in this whitepaper. 


